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What Is CLIP and What Can CLIP Do?

CLIP stands for Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training.

It is a network that can be directly used for image classification.

It is suitable for zero-shot learning. This network does not require
fine-tuning when predicting labels on new images.

The classification accuracy is more robust across a wide range of
image datasets. This is crucial because well-trained models sometimes
perform poorly during the real-world deployment.
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Where Have We Been in Image Classification?

Supervised Learning

Training with labels on ImageNet and fine-tune on a new dataset
Standard ResNet architecture
Pick features too narrowly and specifically for the ImageNet dataset

Unsupervised Learning

Training with no labels. Contrastive learning and data augmentation
are used on “much much” large scale of available data
MoCo and SimCLR
Pick features too broadly. Labels are effective signals to learn features.

“Weakly-supervised” Learning

Training with text descriptions instead of labels. There are also
abundant data of image and text description pairs on the web.
VirTex, ICMLM, ConVIRT, CLIP...
These text descriptions can be good signals to lead neural networks to
learn features.
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How to Train CLIP?

Figure: Contrastive Pre-training of language-image pairs. The text encoder is a
standard transformer encoder. The extracted feature is the embedding of the CLS
token. The image encoder is either a ResNet-50 or a Vision Transformer (ViT).
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What is a Vision Transformer (ViT)?

Figure: Divide a large image into patches and use a transformer encoder to
extract image features. See Christy’s previous presentation slides for details. The
takeaway is that training a vision transformer takes much less time and is equally
effective in extracting good features, if not more.
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How to Use CLIP for Classification?

Figure: At test time the learned text encoder synthesizes a zero-shot linear
classifier by embedding the names or descriptions of the target dataset’s classes.
This prediction setup is already very interesting because we don’t need to finetune
or train a top-layer classifier. As long as we include the correct label in our
prediction option, this framework can perform the classification task. 7 / 21



How to Use CLIP for Classification? Example I
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How to Use CLIP for Classification? Example II
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How to Use CLIP for Classification? Example III
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How to Use CLIP for Classification? Example IV
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How Well Does CLIP Do on Zero-shot Classification?

Figure: Zero-shot CLIP is competitive with a fully supervised baseline. Across a
27 dataset eval suite, a zero-shot CLIP classifier outperforms a fully supervised
linear classifier fitted on ResNet-50 features on 16 datasets, including ImageNet.
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How Well Does CLIP Do on Few-shot Classification?

Figure: Zero-shot CLIP matches the average performance of a 4-shot linear
classifier trained on the same feature space and nearly matches the best results of
a 16-shot linear classifier across publicly availablemodels.
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How Good Are CLIP’s Feature Representation?

Figure: (Left) Scores are averaged over 12 datasets studied by Kornblith et al.
(2019). (Right) Scores are averaged over 27 datasets that contain a wider variety
of distributions. Dotted lines indicate models fine-tuned or evaluated on images
at a higher-resolution than pre-training.
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How Good Are CLIP Compared with SOTA?

Figure: Fitting a linear classifier on CLIP’s features outperforms using the Noisy
Student EfficientNet-L2 on 21 out of 27 datasets.
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How Robust Are CLIP’s Classification?

Figure: CLIP’s features are more robust to task shift when compared to models
pre-trained on ImageNet. For both dataset splits, the transfer scores of linear
probes trained on the representations of CLIP models are higher than other
models with similar ImageNet performance.
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How Robust Are CLIP’s Classification? Example

Figure: (Left) An ideal robust model (dashed line) performs equally well on the
ImageNet distribution and on other natural image distributions. Zero-shot CLIP
models shrink this “robustness gap” by up to 75%. Linear fits on logit
transformed values are shown with bootstrap estimated 95% confidence intervals.
(Right) Visualizing distribution shift for bananas, a class shared across 5 of the 7
natural distribution shift datasets. The performance of the best zero-shot CLIP
model, ViT-L/14@336px, is compared with a model that has the same
performance on the ImageNet validation set, ResNet-101.
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How Big A Breakthrough is CLIP? Revisit VirTex

Figure: Learning visual features from language: First, we jointly train a ConvNet
and Transformers using imagecaption pairs, for the task of image captioning
(top). Then, we transfer the learned ConvNet to several downstream vision tasks,
for example object detection (bottom). VirTex: Learning Visual Representations
from Textual Annotations 18 / 21



How Big A Breakthrough is CLIP? Revisit ICMLM

Figure: This task masks tokens in captions and predicts them by fusing visual and
textual cues. ICMLM: image-conditioned masked language modeling
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How Big A Breakthrough Is CLIP? Revisit ConVIRT

Figure: The blue and green shades represent the image and text encoding
pipelines, respectively. Our method relies on maximizing the agreement between
the true image-text representation pairs with bidirectional losses l (v→u) and
l (u→v). ConVIRT: Contrastive VIsual Representation Learning from Text.
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How Big A Breakthrough Is CLIP?

Methodology and Modeling: No breakthrough. That being said, the
ablation studies of different pretraining strategy are informative.

However, the large scale study in the paper does show the
effectiveness of joint pretraining of text and images. This framework
and direction seems more promising than supervised learning and
unsupervised learning in industrial applications.

The comparison in this paper is not very fair in my opinion. The
improvements in the paper should come from both the newly curated
text-image pair datasets and the contrastive pretraining. A more fair
comparison is to train models on the new dataset using unsupervised
learning and compare CLIP with them.
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